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In Confidence 

Office of the Minister for Economic and Regional Development  

Chair, Cabinet Economic Development Committee 

 

 

 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE PRODUCTIVITY 
COMMISSION’S FRONTIER FIRMS INQUIRY 

Proposal 

1 This paper seeks agreement to a proposed Government response to the 
Productivity Commission’s Frontier Firms inquiry and the public release of the 
Government response.   

Relation to Government priorities 

2 This paper supports the Government’s goal to improve the wellbeing and 
living standards of New Zealanders by building a productive, sustainable and 
inclusive economy [CAB-18-MIN-0111 and DEV-18-MIN-0222 refers].   

3 Frontier firms have been identified as strong economic performers with the 
capability of lifting national productivity and exporting high-value innovative 
products at scale. As such, supporting the development of frontier firms 
contributes to the goals of the Government’s Economic Plan [DEV-19-MIN-
0244 refers]. 

Background 

4 In December 2019, the Minister of Finance directed the Productivity 
Commission to undertake an inquiry into maximising the economic 
contribution of New Zealand’s frontier firms (Frontier Firms inquiry). The 
referring Ministers were the Ministers of Finance, of Economic Development 
and for Trade and Export Growth.  

5 The purpose of the Frontier Firms inquiry, as outlined by its terms of 
reference, was to identify policies and interventions that could maximise the 
performance, and contribution to the economy, of New Zealand’s frontier 
firms. This includes improving the performance of the frontier firms 
themselves, and helping innovations diffuse more effectively from frontier 
firms to other New Zealand firms. 

6 The Productivity Commission presented a final report to the referring Ministers 
in early April 2021 and subsequently publicly released their findings later that 
month.   
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The Frontier Firms inquiry 

7 The key finding from the Frontier Firms inquiry is that exporting specialised 
and distinctive products at scale can help New Zealand to overcome its 
traditional challenges of small size and geographic isolation, and significantly 
lift national productivity. These benefits occur both for those individual frontier 
firms and the broader economy though knowledge diffusion.  

8 The Frontier Firms inquiry highlights optimising internationalisation and 
innovation policies as key to supporting companies to export innovative 
products at scale. It further identified a need for improvement in both areas, 
including improving alignment and coordination across existing support. 

9 The Frontier Firms inquiry made a number of recommendations, particularly 
seeking to focus New Zealand’s innovation system to build areas of unique 
niche advantage in which frontier firms could then compete in international 
markets.    

Proposed Government response to the Frontier Firms inquiry 

10 A proposed response from Government to the Productivity Commission’s 
Frontier Firms inquiry has been prepared and is attached as Annex One.  

11 In developing the response, the referring Ministers propose that Government: 

11.1 Highlight the value of the Frontier Firms inquiry and key new insights 
raised in its final report. 

11.2 Agree with the Productivity Commission that strong internationalisation 
and innovation policies are key to supporting the development and 
performance of our highest productivity firms. 

11.3 Highlight the Government’s ambitious and comprehensive reform 
programme underway that will improve New Zealand’s national 
productivity performance. This includes reforms of the Resource 
Management Act, vocational education, immigration, research, science 
and innovation, industry policy, procurement and more. These wide-
ranging reforms will play a significant role in addressing our productivity 
challenges and addressing the issues raised by the Frontier Firms 
inquiry. Government needs to ensure that these reforms are successful 
to support the development of the high-performing businesses 
exemplified by the Frontier Firms inquiry that are key to building a 
productive, sustainable and inclusive economy. 

11.4 Acknowledge the Frontier Firms inquiry’s findings have emphasised a 
need to consider and coordinate our internationalisation and innovation 
policies and support settings.  

11.5 Publicly signal a review of government internationalisation support, and 
of our investment attraction strategy, as an important new response to 
address the findings of the inquiry. Alongside the Minister for Trade 
and Export Growth, I have directed the Ministry of Business, Innovation 
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and Employment, with relevant agencies, to undertake a review of 
internationalisation support. 

11.6 welcome the final report’s findings on the contribution Māori business 
models can make at the frontier and highlight that Government has 
developed the Māori Economic Resilience Strategy to improve the 
resilience of Māori against future economic shocks.  

12 The Frontier Firms inquiry raises a number of challenging and interwoven 
issues. Its recommendation to establish a ‘focused innovation system’ is, in 
effect, suggesting a new economic strategy for New Zealand. We think we are 
on the right track through our existing reforms. 

13 Annex Two outlines the government work underway that addresses each of 
the recommendations made by the Frontier Firms inquiry. This highlights the 
extensive work we have already underway through existing reforms and the 
strong alignment between the Productivity Commission’s findings and our 
current work programmes. 

14 Though we think we are on the right track, it is good to have a ‘sense check’ 
and so the Government response also indicates that we will be asking, in 12 
months’ time, for the Productivity Commission to undertake a ‘helicopter level 
assessment’ to determine whether our reform agenda is having the effect we 
intend.  

Financial Implications 

15 The actions highlighted in the Government response to the Frontier Firms 
inquiry are largely already underway, reflecting the breadth and ambition of 
government’s existing reforms and programmes. There are no further financial 
implications for these existing actions. 

16 The review of government internationalisation support and the review of the 
Investment Attraction Strategy are new actions, but are funded through 
baselines and do not require additional funding. The findings of these reviews 
may include recommendations with financial implications, but acceptance of 
any recommendations will be subject to future Cabinet approval. 

Legislative Implications 

17 There are no legislative implications arising from this paper. 

Population Implications 

18 There are no population implications arising from this paper. 

Human Rights 

19 There are no human rights implications arising from this paper. 
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Consultation 

20 The Treasury was consulted on this paper and on the overall Government 
response. 

21 The following agencies were engaged in responses to individual 
recommendations made in the Frontier Firms inquiry: Ministry of Education, 
Ministry for the Environment, Ministry of Health, Ministry for Primary 
Industries, New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, Te Arawhiti and Te Puni 
Kōkiri. 

Communications 

22 I intend to announce the Government’s response to the Productivity 
Commission’s Frontier Firms inquiry and make the response publicly 
available. 

23 I will discuss the Government response to the Productivity Commission’s 
Frontier Firms inquiry in advance of publicly releasing the final response. 

24 The release of the Government response will attract media and public 
attention given previous interest in the release of the Productivity 
Commission’s Frontier Firms inquiry in April 2021. I anticipate a mix of 
reactions with some commentary likely to question our economic strategy and 
ambition.  

 
 

25 Any media inquiries and subsequent reactive comments regarding the 
Government’s response to the Productivity Commission’s Frontier Firms 
inquiry should be coordinated with the office of the Minister for Economic and 
Regional Development. 

Proactive Release 

26 I intend to proactively release this Cabinet paper on MBIE’s website, subject 
to any appropriate withholding of information that would be justified under the 
Official Information Act 1982. 

Recommendations 

The Minister for Economic and Regional Development recommends that the 
Committee: 

1 Note that in April 2021, the Productivity Commission delivered the final report 
of its Frontier Firms inquiry. 

2 Note that the Frontier Firms inquiry highlights larger and higher productivity 
firms close to the global frontier can be developed through government 
support for exporting innovative products at scale. 
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3 Note that the broad range of existing reforms currently occurring across 
government will play a significant role in addressing our productivity 
challenges and addressing the issues raised by the Frontier Firms inquiry. 

4 Note that in response to the findings of the Frontier Firms inquiry, I have 
directed officials to undertake a review of government support of 
internationalisation, including investment attraction. 

5 Agree that the Government response to the Frontier Firms inquiry will: 

5.1 identify the value of the Frontier Firms inquiry and highlight key new 
insights raised in its final report; 

5.2 agree with the Productivity Commission that strong internationalisation 
and innovation policies are key to supporting the development and 
performance of our highest productivity firms; 

5.3 highlight the government’s ambitious and comprehensive reform 
programme underway that will improve New Zealand’s aggregate 
productivity performance; 

5.4 acknowledge the Frontier Firms inquiry’s findings have emphasised a 
need to consider and coordinate our internationalisation and innovation 
policies and support settings; 

5.5 publicly signal a review of government internationalisation support, and 
of our investment attraction strategy, as an important new response to 
address the findings of the inquiry; 

5.6 welcome the final report’s findings on the contribution Māori business 
models can make at the frontier and highlight that Government has 
developed the Māori Economic Resilience Strategy to improve the 
resilience of Māori against future economic shocks. 

6 Approve the release of the Government response to the Frontier Firms 
inquiry. 

7 Authorise the Minister for Economic and Regional Development to make 
minor and technical changes to the Government response document that may 
be required. 

8 Agree that the public release of the Government response to the Frontier 
Firms inquiry and any subsequent media engagement will be coordinated 
through the office of the Minister for Economic and Regional Development. 

 

Authorised for lodgement 

 

Hon Stuart Nash 
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Minister for Economic and Regional Development 
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Annex One: Government response to the Productivity Commission’s Frontier 
Firms inquiry 
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